**Bad Blood**

**DIRECTIONS:** There are six errors in the paragraph below. Underline the errors. Then rewrite the paragraph correctly.

The two women were well known to be enemy.
Neither of them could ever really point to what was wrong, or to what the other had did to get on their bad side, but there is a feeling of uneasiness and animosity between them that seemed to swell up all of its own accord just by virtue of the two of them being in the same room together.
Oh, they tried to pin down reasons; things that could be observed, or heard, or pointed to; but the truth of it were that those two beings just couldn’t occupy the same room without one or the other of thier blood starting to boil, and when that’s the place you start from, well... they soon decided, as did everyone else that had to deal with them, that it was best to keep as much space between them as possible.